
Joint Hen Harrier Recovery Plan 

Note of 3rd Brood management trail meeting  

Date: 27th June 2016 

Present: Adam Smith (GWCT), Phillip Merricks (H&OT), Jemima Parry-Jones (H&OT), 
Amanda Anderson (MA); Rob Cooke (NE - Chair), Adrian Jowitt (NE). 

 

Points discussed and agreed: 

Receptor sites  

We discussed the paper which summarised the ecological requirements of release sites 
and then expanded this to consideration of numbers and locations of release sites. 

• We accepted that the sites need to be pre agreed but we still need resolve the 
location(s), see below.  

• AS said we might want to consider whether release sites should be “predator free”. We 
agreed that although this might be preferable it should not be a prerequisite.  

• MA members have put forward some possible sites the release of HH chicks. The sites 
are located in Northumbria, West Pennine Moors and Wensleydale. They are not on 
“prime grouse moor” but on other land in the uplands.     

• We agreed the need to work up a set of criteria for testing the suitability of release 
sites. This should reflect both the ecological and practical requirements.  

• We agreed to try to come up with some index or definition of “enough food” whilst at 
the same time accepting that a habitat based assessment may prove more practical.  

Social Science Survey  

We discussed the need for this and the paper that SR had provided.  

• The group is clear that it sees this as an important part of the trial. There are still issues 
to resolve and these will require further discussion with SR at the next meeting. Some 
of these issues are methodological but a key concern of the groups was about the cost. 
AJ will pick this up later point up with SR before the next meeting.  

Cost and funding of trial  

The group discussed the costs for the actual brood management work itself and the 
project as a whole.  



• On the basis of that discussion our working assumption is that the Moorland 
Association will be able to fund the actual practical brood management work.  

• PM has some thoughts about funding the research/social science strand of the trial and 
will report back.   

Timeline 

• The groups view was that we should be in a position to formally launch the trial next 
year.  

• It was accepted that even once the trial is launched we will not actually know when we 
will need to step in to manage a brood. JPJ was not concerned about this as the ICBP 
has staff and facilities and can mobilise the necessary practical resources as and when 
required.  

• To facilitate this time line a draft licence application will be needed by Oct/Nov with the 
final application submitted to Natural England by the end of this calendar year. The 
working assumption is that the licence should be in the name of the IBPC.  

 

Action: 

Who What  By when 

All Let AJ have comments on the Ecological Requirements 
paper 

ASAP 

AJ & 
SR 

Discussion about cost of Social Science Study ASAP 

PM Report back on potential funding option for research/social 
science aspect of trial 

Next meeting 

AJ Write short paper on criteria for measuring suitability of 
release sites  

Next meeting 

AJ Scope licence application process   Next meeting 

   

 


